
History
The books reissued in this series include accounts of historical events and 
movements by eye-witnesses and contemporaries, as well as landmark 
studies that assembled significant source materials or developed new 
historiographical methods. The series includes work in social, political and 
military history on a wide range of periods and regions, giving modern 
scholars ready access to influential publications of the past.

The Growth of the Manor
The Growth of the Manor (1905) is one of the key works of the eminent 
expatriate Russian jurist, Paul Vinogradoff (1854–1925). Expanding on 
his Oxford lectures, this book attempts to re-establish coherence within 
English medieval history after the critiques of scholars including Frederic 
Maitland had supposedly obscured the historical narrative. Tracing the 
evolution of the manor, Vinogradoff demonstrates how feudal law and 
tenurial relationships evolved out of more primitive systems of male descent. 
He claims there was demonstrable progress from a system of communal 
action and responsibility to one of personal rights and subjection that can be 
traced through what he calls the ‘Celtic’, ‘Old English’ and ‘Feudal’ periods. 
The latter system was secured in the Norman Conquest of 1066, although 
the former continued to exist underneath it. Of particular interest to those 
studying the Domesday Book, this is also an important text for medievalists 
and legal historians.
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Cambridge University Press has long been a pioneer in the reissuing of 
out-of-print titles from its own backlist, producing digital reprints of 
books that are still sought after by scholars and students but could not be 
reprinted economically using traditional technology. The Cambridge Library 
Collection extends this activity to a wider range of books which are still of 
importance to researchers and professionals, either for the source material 
they contain, or as landmarks in the history of their academic discipline.

Drawing from the world-renowned collections in the Cambridge 
University Library, and guided by the advice of experts in each subject area, 
Cambridge University Press is using state-of-the-art scanning machines 
in its own Printing House to capture the content of each book selected for 
inclusion. The files are processed to give a consistently clear, crisp image, 
and the books finished to the high quality standard for which the Press 
is recognised around the world. The latest print-on-demand technology 
ensures that the books will remain available indefinitely, and that orders for 
single or multiple copies can quickly be supplied.

The Cambridge Library Collection will bring back to life books of enduring 
scholarly value (including out-of-copyright works originally issued by other 
publishers) across a wide range of disciplines in the humanities and social 
sciences and in science and technology. 
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